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THE BIG NEWS:THE BIG NEWS:THE BIG NEWS:THE BIG NEWS:THE BIG NEWS:
FIGHTER OPSFIGHTER OPSFIGHTER OPSFIGHTER OPSFIGHTER OPS

We will ship the hard-copy edition of Federation &
Empire: Fighter Operations 2016 to the wholesalers on
Monday 14 March and ship it to mail orders on Monday
21 March. This marks not just the release of a major
hard-copy product, but the goal of a major project to up-
grade the entire F&E game system. (All of the modules
are being upgraded to new editions, which include all
published rules updates, corrections, and even the an-
swers to every question we have been asked.)

This upgraded edition of Fighter Operations includes
more counters, among which is an upgraded Sheet I+J
with 280 counters instead of 216. This includes the pre-
viously unavailable ships from the Four Powers War
which were handled by arcane rules in earlier editions.

This product was uploaded as a PDF last year, and
dozens of players contributed their comments, questions,
and observations. All of their efforts have been used in
making the hard-copy edition the best F&E product ever.

MINOR EMPIRESMINOR EMPIRESMINOR EMPIRESMINOR EMPIRESMINOR EMPIRES

Before the end of March, we will upload the PDF
version of Federation & Empire: Minor Empires to
DriveThrough RPG and Wargame Vault. This will begin
a month-long period of review and comment by dozens
of players. All of their comments, questions, corrections,
and even some of their suggestions will be used to make
this a better product before the hard-copy edition is re-
leased in a few weeks or months.

This product brings three minor (but hardly unim-
portant) nations into the General War: the Vudar (who
have taken over some Klingon and Hydran territory but
no one is sure just how independent they really are), the
LDR (a renegade Lyran province with Gatling-armed
ships), and the Seltorians (an extra-galactic expedition
that has trailed the Tholians to our galaxy and now seeks
to destroy them).
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We’re starting to get some progress made on the
many projects delayed by the recent problems.

The Kindle version of the fiction anthology For the
Glory of the Empire has been uploaded. (Technically,
this is Star Fleet Journal #1.)  The new version in the
new format is also available in hard copy from our store
and as a PDF from the usual download sites. Response
has been promising and Jean Sexton is already busy
selecting material for the second and third volumes of
Star Fleet Journal.

The new March 2016 version of F&E Fighter Ops
2016 will upload and the hard copy edition will ship to
wholesalers next Monday. By the end of the month, the
PDF version of Minor Empires will be available for down-
load and you have a chance to improve the final book.

Steven Petrick is updating SFB Module C2 and con-
tinues to work on various Master Starship books. Steve
Cole back at his desk creating art for the Romulan Mas-
ter Starship Book.

After that, Captain’s Log #51 will be released this
spring. We are anxious to get to work on this.

The long-awaited Federation Admiral campaign sys-
tem will follow. Much of that work has been done.

The fall of 2016 will focus on four sheets of single-
sided counters. These will include SFB Module X2, a
new Federation Commander module, the out-of-stock
counters for F&E: Planetary Operations (along with an
updated rulebook that finally fixes a problematic rule that
has plagued the game for years), and another project
we will tell you about later. (No, not zombies.)
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Index FOR 2016Index FOR 2016Index FOR 2016Index FOR 2016Index FOR 2016
• Communique #121: Seltorian DDV, Scenario

8CM108 Save the Atlantean Doria.
• Communique #122: Valentian CL, Scenario

8CM109 Big Things, Small Packages.
• Communique #123: ISC Mobile Carrier, Scenario

8CM110 Snakes And Crossbones.
The Index for 2015 is in Communique #120.

BATTLE GROUP REPORT
by Jean Sexton, Battle Group Facilitator

We are already getting reports from battle groups
and registrations of new battlegroups. See the special
web page at StarFleetGames.com/battlegroup.shtml for
more information. Once your group starts holding regu-
lar events, you can report your exciting activities (demos,
playtests, conventions) to us for posting on that page.

RANGERS LEAD THE WAY
Jean Sexton has reorganized the Ranger Demon-

stration Teams, sent Rangers their
long-overdue rewards, and is recruit-
ing new Rangers. The Rangers recruit
and train new players by means of
demos conducted in game stores and
at conventions. See the Ranger page
for more info:
http://www.StarFleetGames.com/
rangers/index.shtml
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NEWS FLASHES:NEWS FLASHES:NEWS FLASHES:NEWS FLASHES:NEWS FLASHES:
THE  SFB PLATINUM TOURNAMENT

This tournament is well under way. The 2015 event
(which will end sometime in 2016) is being judged by
Fleet Captain Peter Bakija (winner in 2014) and super-
vised by Tournament Marshal Steven P. Petrick.

THE SEARCH FOR A SHIP
The plan is to complete the deployment of “mobile”

carriers (based on war destroyer hulls). I made a list of
those empires without these ships so far, and picked one
of them (the ISC) to do this month.

The choice of the ISC ship was important and this
marks the first plasma-armed fighters to be made avail-
able to players. The standard ISC fighter carries four
type-D torpedoes, but we’re presenting this one with only
two as part of a plan to “standardize” the multiple fight-
ers from the SFB game system into ten-point fighters
that are all more or less equal. (Everyone wants diver-
sity in available units, as long as their favorite empire
gets the best one. The only way to give everyone the
best fighter is to give everyone an equal fighter.)

Playtesting and development of Fighters Attack con-
tinues with this ship and fighter. Stay tuned for more!

WE CAN’T DO EVERYTHING
It is always easy to look at one product in isolation

and ask why it has yet to be done. It’s even easier to
look at that single product in isolation and ask why it
cannot be done right now and released next month. The
problem is that doing anything means not doing some-
thing else, often, something announced and scheduled.

Recent discussions included:
• More fiction books for Kindle. While the fiction ex-

ists and this seems to be “just a cut-and-paste exercise”
that should take no time at all, non-gaming fiction read-
ers expect a fully proofread product, and Jean can only
proofread one thing at a time (and only about 16 pages
a day). The answer was to use recent fiction which she
already proofread.

• Getting Minor Empires uploaded and Fighter Op-
erations printed involved about twice as much work to
fix the previous staff or PDF draft as we estimated.

REMINDERS OF PREVIOUS
NEWS FLASHES

SFBOL-2G SFB SHIPS began to be removed from
the SFBOL system at the end of January. If you are us-
ing 2G ships contact Paul Franz to get them added to
the priority list for conversion.

CADET SFB ON VASSAL: You can get more infor-
mation on this project at:

http://www.vassalengine.org/wiki/
Module:Star_Fleet_Battles_

Cadet_Training_Manual#Comments

RULES QUESTIONSRULES QUESTIONSRULES QUESTIONSRULES QUESTIONSRULES QUESTIONS
Q: What ships will be in the next few issues?
A: We plan to finish the Mobile Carriers, which are

ships based on war destroyers carrying eight fighters.
The current plans are for the next two to be the remain-
ing plasma carriers (Gorn and Romulan). That assumes
that Steve Cole can’t think of something funny for the
April Fool’s issue. We did the Tholian in #114, the Hy-
dran in #115, the Orion in #116, the Vudar in #117, the
Lyran in #118, the WYN in #119, the Seltorian in #121,
and the ISC in this issue. That leave us the Federation,
Klingons, Romulans, Kzintis, and Gorns.

FINDING NEW OPPONENTS
Usually we at ADB advocate demoing your favorite

Star Fleet Universe game at local gaming stores, at con-
ventions, or at gaming nights at libraries or clubs in or-
der to “grow” your local opponents. That way you spread
the love of your favorite game. Ryan Rowley recently
reported that he played the Star Fleet Battles Cadet rules
in a game with his son. He wrote “My Federation cor-
vette made short work of my son's  Klingon E3, but he
did a great job for a 5 year old.” Let us know about your
successes at growing your own opponents!
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 FEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIOFEDERATION COMMANDER SCENARIO

(8CM110) SNAKEs(8CM110) SNAKEs(8CM110) SNAKEs(8CM110) SNAKEs(8CM110) SNAKEs
AND CROSSBONESAND CROSSBONESAND CROSSBONESAND CROSSBONESAND CROSSBONES

An important military fuel-and-supplies convoy was
intercepted simultaneously by the Orions (always on the
lookout for an “easy” profit) and the Andromedans. (Who
knows why they attacked the convoy. Maybe they needed
the supplies, maybe they just wanted to disrupt the local
economy, maybe they were just curious.) Because the
convoy was important, it was heavily defended.

(8CM110a) NUMBER OF PLAYERS
Three: The Convoy player, the Andromedan player,

and the Pirate player.

(8CM110b) INITIAL SETUP
Map: Set up the map with three panels across and

two panels high if using small hexes (four wide and three
high if using large hexes). Use a “floating” map since the
battle is in open space with no borders or terrain fea-
tures to restrict the movement of the ships.

Convoy Player: The Convoy player chooses a cen-
tral hex and sets up the convoy within a three-hex ra-
dius of that hex. The convoy consists of 2xFL, 2xFS, FT,
PT, OC, FQL. Set up an escort (a maximum of 95 points
in squadron scale or 50 points in fleet scale) within five
hexes of at least one of the ships in the convoy. All ships
face in direction B.

Andromedan Player: Set up the Andromedan force
20 hexes from the nearest convoy ship, and in any di-
rection from the convoy, facing at Andromedan player’s
choice. The Andromedan player may select one of the
following squadrons as his force:

• 1x Conquistador (carrying 1xCobra);
• 3xCobra;
• 1x Mamba, 1x Python.
Pirate Player: Set up a Battle Raider 20 hexes from

the nearest convoy ship, in any direction from the con-
voy and at least 20 hexes away from the Andromedan
ship, facing at the Orion player’s choice. The Orion player
may choose his option mounts and the ship does not
have a cloaking device.

(8CM110c) OBJECTIVE
Mission – Convoy Player: Get your vital military

supplies to the front lines where they are needed.
Mission – Andromedan Player: Capture as much

cargo as possible, to help accomplish whatever you are
here to accomplish.

Mission – Pirate Player: These supplies are worth
a lot of credits on the black market. Grab as many of
them as you can!

Time Limit: The scenario continues until all ships
belonging to two players have been captured, destroyed,
or have disengaged.

Victory: Players score points for damaging, destroy-
ing or capturing ships as in (8B2b). Each player also
receives three bonus victory points for each cargo box
on a freighter, Trader and/or Q-ship cargo box which is
disengaged under his control. (Cargo boxes that have
been disabled and later repaired do not count towards
this total. Cargo which is transferred to a ship counts as
a captured cargo box and the empty cargo box on the
original cargo ship is marked “disabled.”) The player scor-
ing the most points is the winner.

(8CM110d) SPECIAL RULES
1. Pirates: If the Pirate ship is crippled, it must “re-

tire” (2E3). No profit is worth losing your ship.
2. Andromedans: If any Andromedan ship has a

PA panel box disabled, it must “retire” (2E3). Whatever
you’re here for is not worth losing your ship.

(8CM110e) FORCE DYNAMICS
The scenario can be played again under different

conditions by making one or more of the following
changes:

1. Alternative Ships: Use cargo and escort ships
from any empire.

2. Balance: The balance of the scenario may be
adjusted by replacing any ship with the next larger or
smaller size. Replace one or more freighters with the
equivalent-sized armed freighter and/or increase the
maximum points allowed for the escorting ship.

3. Faster Scenario: To finish this scenario in a
shorter time, remove the two small freighters or one large
and one small freighter, replace the FQL with a FQS; the
Andromedans have 1xPython or 1xMamba and the Ori-
ons have a CR or LR.

4. Alternative Time Limit: The freighters are nearly
at their destination, which is a BATS 150 hexes in direc-
tion B from the convoy. The Convoy player receives
points only for cargo boxes on ships which actually get
to the station and dock there.

5. Surprise: Replace one freighter with a second
Q-ship or the armed freighter variant and give the Orion
and Andromedan players a number of victory points equal
to its point value.

(8CM110f) DESIGNER’S NOTES
This scenario was written new for Federation Com-

mander by Tony Cutcliffe of Battlegroup Exeter, UK.
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PLASMA-D (FIGHTERS)

Fighters have two Phaser-3-FAs, two Plasma-D
torpedoes (launch one per turn), Speed 16, BPV = 10,
Crippled after taking eight damage points.

TURN MODE B
MOVE COST 1/4

BASE SPEED 8
TURN MODE 2
SPEED COST 2

BASE SPEED 16
TURN MODE 3
SPEED COST 4

BASE SPEED 24
TURN MODE 4
SPEED COST 6

ACCELERATION
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COST 1/4

HIGH ENERGY
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1+1/4

EVASIVE
MANEUVER
COST 1+1/2

3

COUNTER    CVE

POINT VALUE: 50+40

DAMAGE CONTROL: 1
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PLASMA-D (FIGHTERS)

Fighters have two Phaser-3-FAs, two Plasma-D
torpedoes (launch one per turn), Speed 16, BPV = 10,
Crippled after taking eight damage points.


